a place to meet
Energy use by buildings in Europe

- Buildings: 41%
- Rest: 59%
Working at customer or from home: 35%
Customer meetings: 20%
Internal meetings: 10%
Travelling: 15%
Open workplace: 10%
Concentration workplace: 15%
25% of people are at their desk
10,000 years BC Language - Fire

10,000 BC 9,000 BC 8,000 BC

Communication and Energy
WE’VE GONE DIGITAL
Find a Suitable Workplace
Control your Environment
Connect to the Context
“The Edge is part of my team; it proactively works with me”
shared space
Urban Transport
we know when the bus comes
why doesn’t the bus know when we need it?
why aren't lifts more like trains
why aren't lifts more like trains
mix
stack
bigger
denser
connected

cleaner
smaller grain
Projects marked with * are KPF (London) projects on which Lee Polisano, David Leventhal, Karen Cook and Ron Bakker worked in the capacity of partners in charge of design and management.